
 

 

  

      

 

                     Teri Cable, CEO

  It is with great pleasure that I  
  welcome Jim Dunham to Florida
   Therapy! Jim is acting as a 
consultant in handling our daily operations 
through the end of the year.  

Over the next several months, we will be 

working together on streamlining processes 

and policies. We are incredibly grateful to have 

your skills and expertise to round out the team 

and head towards sure success!  

 



   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ever wonder why the 25th wedding anniversary is referred to as the Silver anniversary?  It helps to understand that the first 

wedding anniversary is signified by cotton because of the very thin material that symbolizes the instability of the relationship.  

Year by year, however, as a couple stays together and grows stronger, and the alliance becomes harmonic, the 25th anniversary 

is symbolized by the precious metal of silver, which also equates to strength. 

As we embark upon the 25th anniversary of Florida Therapy Services, Inc. it is helpful to recount the strength that has brought 

us to where we are.  I was not here in the beginning but I have heard the accounts from the Cables as to the challenges that 

they dealt with in the first years.  I find it remarkable and noteworthy that they have grown our business to where it is today, in 

the markets in which we reside and in the lives that have been impacted in a positive way over the last 25 years. 

We celebrate our owners for their vision to start our company in an effort to serve those with mental health needs.  Without a 

doubt, the contributions and dedication of our staff over the years has been a great part of what has made the company 

strong.  I witnessed this dedication, first hand, as of our company faced the historic devastation of a Category 5 Hurricane, just 

10 months ago at the time of this writing.  It was the people of our company who came together to help one another at their 

deepest point of need and to do everything in their power to open the doors for our clients who so desperately needed the 

services of our company.  I think strength is tested at one’s weakest point.  Rebuilding takes time, but I believe in the strength 

of our history and that it will serve us well in the days ahead. 

One of my most treasured possessions is a silver candelabra gifted to me by my Mother-In-Law before she passed.  And while I 

treasure it and it is a beautiful centerpiece on my dining room table, it requires special care to keep the silver shining.  One 

thing that I have learned over the years is that no matter how tarnished it appears when I retrieve it from the china cabinet, 

with the right care and attention; I can always return it to its former state – one of beauty and strength. 

 

            Happy Silver Anniversary Florida Therapy!  Eat cake and let’s celebrate.          

      

 

              Retha Threatt, HR Director

 

Happy 25th 

Anniversary 



 

 

  

Hello everyone. I hope that everyone had an enjoyable summer and you are 
ready for the 2019-2020 schoolyear! We know that families and children 
were extremely busy during the last several months with school being out 
and the impact of continued Hurricane recovery. I would like to thank 
everyone for all your efforts and hard work this summer and for your 
attempts in keeping a consistent schedule with clients.  
 
As we enter the new school year, I encourage you to initiate contact with all 
school systems in your counties that you will be working with and to 
introduce yourself and Florida Therapy Services. Please let your Program 
Directors know if you need marketing materials. I, the Program Directors and 
several staff members have been making numerous presentations to 
community agencies throughout the summer as well.  Your efforts and 
professionalism with consumers and the community continue to make an 
impact as several new/renewed contracts and agreements have been 
initiated and completed. 
 
I know last year was a difficult year for all but I am hopeful and excited for 
what this new school year will bring. I want to thank everyone for your 
ongoing service and support to the Florida Therapy TEAM! You are the 
backbone of FTS and without you all, we would not be able to provide the 
quality and compassionate care to the many children, adults and families 
throughout Northwest Florida! 
 

Sandra Lee, CCO 



 

 

  
     Panama       

     City 
            Kimberly Allen,  
                      Program Director 
It's incredible to think it is already mid-year 2019 and how 

time flies! Panama City has experienced quite a bit of 

change since Hurricane Michael. It is absolutely amazing 

to see how our Providers here in PC have collaborated 

and grown into a stronger team. The Hurricane swept 

away the 15th Street Clinic and some of our therapists, 

but we've added a whole new Telemed team, TCMs, and 

a handful of new therapists. I want to give the biggest 

shout of "THANK YOU" to the PC Team for your hard work 

and adaptability through these challenges with 

reengaging the Clients and the Community!! We are 

looking forward to this next school year and attending 

many community events as a mental health vendor. We 

are continuing to put plans together for the Clinic build-

out and personalization of therapy rooms; saying 

"Thanks" is not enough to all who have been providing 

decorating suggestions, artwork, toys, and being patient 

with the schedule. Finally, as the TCMs here work on 

creating a Client Clothes Closet and Resource room, I 

really appreciate everyone's donations and commitment. 

Keep up the hard work - I truly appreciate you all.  

 

  Pensacola 
   Julia Rodriguez, LMHC,  
             Program Director 
                              How time flies!!! Pensacola has now 
been my home for 6 ½ years. In that time, the 
Pensacola location has continued to grow at rapid 
rates. When I came here in 2013, our patient 
population was around 250 clients. We now boast 
over 1700 clients and continue to grow rapidly. 
Pensacola is unique in that we are around 60% 
commercial clientele and only around 40% Medicaid. 
For us, this means a higher percentage of licensed 
therapists as well. We currently have 9 licensed 
therapists and we also have 12 masters’ level 
therapists, with 3 soon-to-be or registered to become 
licensed, in the near future. We carry NO psychiatrists 
and only psychiatric nurse practitioners. We 
welcomed aboard Jerris Grover, ARNP, and Kimberly 
Murphy, APRN, this year. Having only nurse 
practitioners aboard has brought not only a fresh 
perspective, but the key ingredient to our team’s 
cohesiveness. They are also enjoying working with 
our agency Nurse Manager, Laura Harris, RN, who is 
based in Pensacola, and has filled this role for nearly 
two years and continues to bring positive changes to 
our nursing program. We have also welcomed aboard 
a third office staff member, Clarissa Ross. And we 
continue to look for our 4th person. New therapists 
include Leann Sullivan, Mark Odell, William Jette, 
Gina Mead, Valerie Fisher, and Lee Monahan.  
We recently passed our 2-year AHCA inspection and 
annual audit with Access Behavioral. Kudos to the 
hard working providers for bringing quality work to 
the audit.  
Pensacola continues to grow and build a reputable 
practice and we hope to continue this trend for many 
years to come. In conclusion, I would like to thank all 
of the office staff, therapists, and medical staff for 
your continued passion for providing what our clients 
need. I know that all of you deal with a lot of 
negativity but, as I look around every day, I see more 
and more of our clients smiling, relaxed, appreciative 
and understanding of the quality care you provide.  
 

Santa Rosa County National Night Out, 
attended by therapist, Shardaun Clark 



 

  

  Marianna 
  Tanya Gulledge, LCSW 

  Program Director 
  The Marianna office has been hard at work gathering information on designating a space for our Clinic to 

allow a therapeutic environment for all our clients seeking both therapy and medication. This transition will allow our 

therapy offices to become more therapeutic. We are also in the process of recruiting additional providers to increase 

client care and meet the needs of all individuals in our area. On July 21st, our Marianna office participated in the Back to 

School Bash which served over 750 individuals from Jackson, Holmes, and Washington County. William (Bill) Banaszak and 

Cozy Holden were both present at the event to provide information to the attendees about mental health and available 

services to numerous individuals and families. Also present was Jennifer Lunchak who is in the process of becoming a 

therapist in our Marianna Office. Taking time from their Saturday to meet this need for the community and FTS deserves 

a great round of applause.  

In August, we started a provider food drive where we will be collecting non-perishables. We will be forming new 

partnerships with other entities within the community to fulfill this need. Our goal is to gather 1000 non-perishable food 

items over the next three months to be distributed between local foodbanks for distribution during the upcoming Holiday 

Season. 

The theme for the remainder of 2019 is Teamwork and Unity. Each week we discuss new adventures and ideas on how to 

build a stronger team within our Marianna and Chipley Offices in supervision and throughout the week. As Florida 

Therapy reaches our 25-year Anniversary Marianna is working to strengthen our in-office relationships and will be 

identifying additional activities to increase communication within the office.  

We would like to thank everyone at our corporate office for providing us with resources and support throughout our 

transition. We look forward to many additional outreaches and partnerships within our local communities. 

 

 

 

Jennifer Lunchak, Bill Banaszak, and Cozy Holden at the Back to School Bash 

 

We are not a team because we work together. We are a 

team because we respect, trust and care for each other 

-Vala Afshar 



 

  

 

  Nursing 
  Laura Harris, RN,  
  Nurse Supervisor 
  Hello from the nursing world! I am 
Laura Harris, supervisor to the nursing staff. First I 
would like to recognize all our nurses from each 
location as we have had some changes. In the 
Pensacola office there is Veola Barnes NCMA, and 
Laura Harris RN. In Panama City we have Tammy Hall 
LPN. In Marianna we have Margaret Carnley LPN and 
Rachel Brock LPN. In Tallahassee we have Tiffany 
Green LPN and Tyresha Hall LPN. Anyone walking 
around the different sites may have noticed a change 
in nursing offices.  We have implemented a new 
process across the company of nurse’s tag teaming 
their days and sharing in responsibilities instead of 
being assigned to a specific prescriber. The nurse’s 
office or station has alleviated several stressors as 
well as optimized patient care. Thank you everyone 
for the awesome work you do! 

 

                  Tallahassee 
  Sue Singleton, LCSW,  
  Program Director 
  Typically the contributions for the FTS 
newsletter, although authored by me in the past, was 
always my attempt to be the voice from Tallahassee for 
all associated with the Tallahassee site. Today’s entry is 
different but just as heartfelt as I reflect on my own 
experience of the time we last had the newsletter and 
now as we seek to restart. Two very significant events 
come to mind and the first is the October 10th   2018 
Hurricane Michael. I do not focus on anything I lost 
personally from that, but I think of the close walk I have 
had since that event as a part of Florida Therapy Services 
with all of those in Panama City and Marianna in 
particular who absolutely had such devastation in their 
lives. I know there will be rebuilding, recovering, and 
healing occurring for years to come. I then come to the 
2nd event that stands prominently for me and that is that 
we at Florida Therapy Services are readying to celebrate 
the 25th anniversary of this organization. Wow!!!!!  FTS 
Strong I say; I am honored to be a part of 12 years of that 
history and look forward to continuing to be a part of 
what is to come. I can only think that to have had a 
category 5 hurricane hit around the heartbeat of our 
existence in Panama City and NOT succeed in stopping 
that heartbeat; nothing can stand in our way of living our 
mission:  To promote individual wellness and family 
stability through community based mental health 
services. Oh, one more thing, GO DAWGS!!!!!!!    

 



 

  

              Hello from QA. We often get asked about treatment plan     
 objectives. We are providing a quick guide to objectives. 
 
Objectives must be measurable. Ask yourself “How” when reviewing if an objective is 

measureable. The clinician and client must be able to know without a doubt when an objective has 

been completed. Objectives that are vague and/or subjective are not accepted or reimbursable.   

OBJECTIVES MUST BE: 

Steps that lead to attainment of the long-term goal.  Objectives must relate to the goals.  There 

should be at least two objectives per goal but there can be more than two if needed. 

Goal directed and strength-based.  In other words, they should be stated in a positive rather than 

a negative manner.  We want to write what the client will add, increase, learn, foster, improve, not 

what they need to stop or get rid of.  Never ask a client to give up a “coping strategy” without 

giving them positive alternative strategies and reinforcement for the change.   

Focused on the timely resolution of the issues presented.  Again, objectives are steps toward 

the desired outcome. 

Realistic and attainable.  Objectives should be relatively easy for the clients to understand and 

within their grasp.  The objectives should be clinical but written in language the client can 

appreciate.  If an objective is too hard, the client will get discouraged and avoidant.  

                                                          Mutually negotiated.  The client(s) and guardians (if applicable)      

       must be a part of the treatment planning process.  The outcomes 

          and objectives should be meaningful to the client or he/she will 

        not be motivated.  The client must agree to the objective or you 

    do not have informed consent.  Furthermore, the objective must 

    be age appropriate and clinically achievable. 

Remember  

 

Objectives must be 

SMART 

Specific  Measureable  Achievable  Results-oriented  Timely 

To help clients meet their goals 
Example: 

Bob’s goal is:  Take more personal responsibility. 
 

Bob’s Objective: 
By week 4 Bob will acknowledge 5 episodes in which he got in 

trouble due to his own behavior. This will be reviewed 
bimonthly in therapy as recorded in progress notes. 

 

    Drew Hild 

  QA Director 



  

 

 

 

 

 Choose a light-colored costume that's easy to see at night. Add 

reflective tape or glow-in-the-dark tape to the costume and to the 

trick-or-treat bag. 

 Only buy costumes labeled "flame-retardant." This means the 

material won't burn. If you make your own costume, use nylon or 

polyester materials, which are flame-retardant. 

 Make sure wigs and beards don't cover your kids' eyes, noses, or 

mouths. 

 Masks can make it hard for kids to see and breathe. Instead, try using 

non-toxic face paint or makeup. 

 Don't use colored or decorative contact lenses, unless they're 

prescribed by a licensed eye doctor. 

 Put a nametag — with your phone number — on your children's 

costumes. 

 To prevent falls, avoid oversized and high-heeled shoes. Make sure 

the rest of the costume fits well too. 

 Make sure that any props your kids carry, such as wands or swords, 

are short and flexible. 

 

Source:  https://kidshealth.org/en/parents/halloween.html 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

   

 

 Corporate:  

Sandra Lee 08/01/2006 

David Hild 09/20/2010 

Ann Rogers 09/28/1999  

Della Price 10/24/2017 

Christine Reese 11/20/2008 

 Panama City: 

Tracy Jordan 09/08/2015 
Edward Washington 09/12/2018 
Soleil Smith 09/12/2018 
Cecilia Mathews 09/21/2015 

Michelle Dugas 09/26/2018 
Stacy Everitt 10/07/2011 

Yolanda Tingler 10/11/2013 
Denise Sowell-Montford 10/15/2015  
Alexis Crytzer 11/06/2017 
Virginia Giddiens 11/21/2016 

Tammy Hall 11/21/2016 
 

 Marianna: 
Jordan Camba 08/29/2016 

Kimberly Long 09/25/2017 

Cozy Holden 10/31/2011    

Patricia Adams 11/04/2015 

Margaret Andem 11/04/2010 

Margaret Carnley 11/05/2018 

Karen Lipford 11/05/2018 
 

 Pensacola: 

Kelly Bednarz 09/08/2014 

Regina Perkins 09/10/2014 

Bonnie Bucco 09/19/2014 

Theresa Lepley 10/16/2017 

Claudia Nichols 10/16/2011 

Morgan Smith 10/22/2018 

Laura Harris 11/27/2017 
 

 Tallahassee: 

Jamilyah Dickey 09/02/2015 

Claresa Brooks 09/04/2014 

Neico Shalon Sa-Ra 09/5/2014 

Kandice Cruz 09/17/2018 

Sharon Hines 09/17/2018 

Erica Miller 10/08/2013 

Margaux Whitefield 10/11/2017 

Evan Castellow 10/19/2017 

Michael Vandewalle 10/22/2012 

Valerie Greene 10/27/2016 

Elizabeth North 11/20/2017  



 

 

                             

Approximately 40 million people struggle with hunger in the United States.  

In 2018, it was estimated that 8,450 children in Bay County were food insecure.   
 
The US Air Force 325th Contracting Squadron is currently taking in 

 Donations on behalf of Food4Kidz, a local non-profit food bank: 

 Baby food  Meals in a can (stew, chili, soup, etc.)  Tuna and canned meat  Peanut butter  Low-sugar cereals  100% fruit juice in a single serving box  Canned vegetables with pop-top lid  Single serving bars/bags/snacks (Nutrigrain, Clif Bars, etc.)  Monetary donations 
 

 

This food bank also has the ability to accept these perishables: 

 Meats  Poultry  Breads  Dairy Items  Fresh Fruits  Fresh Vegetables 

            

  Please bring your donations to Ashley 
                  in the Corporate Office, by October 31st 

Brilliant Brains 
 

We’re bringing an old newsletter favorite back from 

the dead!  If you have any ideas on how to help FTS 

improve our processes, please submit them to 

adeffert@flatherapy.com 
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Submit your favorite recipes to adeffert@flatherapy.com 

Pumpkin Cheesecake by LeAnn Sullivan 

                            Crust:                                                                                        Filling: 
  1 ¾ cups graham cracker crumbs      3 (8 oz.) cans pureed pumpkin                      1 ½ cups sugar 
  3 tbsp. light brown sugar                    3 eggs plus 1 egg yolk                    2 tbsp. all-purpose flour 
  ½ tsp ground cinnamon                      ½ tsp ground cinnamon                             ¼ cup sour cream 
  1 stick melted salted butter              1/8 tsp each ground nutmeg/cloves     1 tsp vanilla extract 
 

Preheat oven to 350 degrees F 
 
      For crust: 

In medium bowl, combine crumbs, sugar and cinnamon. Add melted butter. Press 
down flat into a 9-inch spring form pan. Set aside. 
 

      For filling: 
                Beat cream cheese until smooth. Add pumpkin puree, eggs, egg yolk, sour cream,                                
               sugar and the spices. Add flour and vanilla. Beat together until well combined. 
               Pour into crust. Spread out evenly and place in oven for 1 hour. Remove from the      
               oven and let sit for 15 minutes. Cover with plastic wrap and refrigerate for 4 hours. 

  

 Moscow Mule             

 by Gini Giddien 

1. Fill a glass or copper mug with 

ice.  Crushed ice is traditional, 

but any kind will do. 
 

2. Add Vodka and Lime 

Juice.  And feel free to toss the 

remaining squeezed lime into 

the glass/mug. 
 

3. Add Ginger Beer, filling to the 

top! 
 

4. Give your MOSCOW MULE a 

quick stir, and then serve! 
 

5. Top with a Mint Leaf!!! 

 


